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Abstract. Phase unwrapping (PU) is an essential procedure in Interferometric Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (InSAR) and has been studied for decades. The advancement of sensors and platforms has 

made high-resolution InSAR available, at the same time, and has brought challenges to relative 

data processing. High-resolution data brings richer details, which could imply massive 

interference phase discontinuity. Traditional unwrapping methods designed for low- or medium-

resolution low-scale data are usually difficult to obtain reliable unwrapping results. How to 

improve the reliability of wrapped phase data is critical in the design of unwrapping schemes. In 

this paper, a novel Minimum Balanced Trees (MBT) unwrapping strategy based on 

comprehensive reliability is presented. The MBT are designed to reconstruct phase discontinuity 

boundaries with minimum reliability residue pairs, which takes a combined reliability measure 

of residue distance and phase continuity. Dual residue points of each pair are connected by a line 

that is expected to be with a weighted minimum L
0 

norm and is an ideal candidate for the 

discontinuity boundary. The MBT scheme includes solving eikonal equations, searching for 

minimum reliability pairs, and spanning detected trees. Most residue points would be covered 

and organized dynamically. Moreover, for the few uncoupled residues, we employ Flood-Filling 

on the priority map during path integration. All these procedures can be implemented to run in 

parallel mode, and the proposed method provides a robust and efficient option for PU, whose 

advantages are demonstrated in PU experiments on real InSAR wrapped phase data.  

Keywords:  phase unwrapping, minimum reliability residue pair, Minimum Balanced Trees 

(MBT), reliability map  

1 Introduction 

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a critical Earth observation technology that has 

been developed for decades. With the advancement of sensor-related technologies and observation 

methods, InSAR data observation technology is promoted. SAR data with shorter observation periods 

and higher resolution could be available. That also brings new challenges to InSAR data processing. For 

example, higher spatial resolution in the acquisition of sampling data, due to range imaging, would make 

overlapping and upside-down problems are more evident and severe. The corresponding interferometric 

phase is more likely with discontinuity boundaries, which undoubtedly poses critical difficulty to Phase 

Unwrapping (PU) [1] that is a vital part of the InSAR interferometry process.  

                                                           
* Corresponding Author 
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PU retrieves absolute phase values from ambiguous ones modulo 2π, to reconstruct 3D information of 

observed targets. The main ideas of PU algorithms are based on an assumption of Nyquist’s theorem that 

the phase differences between neighbor sampling data are less than half a cycle. With this assumption, 

the difference values can be obtained precisely by using the wrapping function. The absolute phase value 

of a point can be restored by integrating differences along a reliable path from a given reference position. 

The difficulty is that the assumption is untenable under some circumstances, likely where there is heavily 

undulating terrain or systematic noises are present. In such cases, the PU problem is ill-posed, and the 

neighbor phase difference would be more than half a cycle, meaning that the unique values cannot be 

specified directly. Compared to the normal wrapped range, differences higher than half a cycle bring 

about phase jumping in the defined 2D domain, just like rips on a continuous surface. Residues in the 

wrapped phase field can verify the existence of these rips (phase discontinuity boundaries). PU works 

mainly by direct or indirect detection and identification of reliable paths for unwrapping integration, with 

additional auxiliary constraints, which are expected to suppress abnormal neighbor phase differences. 

Existing PU methods are based on different principles. Two main kinds of information are usually 

considered in PU schemes, wrapped phase residue points, and continuity statistics. The former are 

located at particular discrete positions on discontinuity boundaries, and the latter are indicators of phase 

data quality, they play a vital role in most PU methods. The classic branch-cut method [2] aims at 

connecting residue points to form discontinuity boundaries, complying with rules such as shortest 

distances. For the large-scale PU, tiling strategies [3-6] based on residue clustering have recently been 

provided with a designed convex hull algorithm for more effective schemes. The branch-cut method is 

even applied in parallel mode [7] to achieve higher operational efficiency with large data sets. On the 

other hand, continuity statistics work more indirectly. They are used as weights in minimum-norm 

methods, tuning the optimization criterion [8-10]. Based on statistical priority, the quality map-guided 

unwrapping method frequently appears in the research literature. Recently, new schemes have been 

proposed, such as frequency estimation [11], priority queuing on quantized quality maps [12-15], the 

grey-level co-occurrence matrix [16], Markov random fields [17], Kalman filtering [18], quality mapping 

with edges and shadow areas [19], quality-guided and surface-fitting [20], and even machine learning 

algorithms are taken to distinguish discontinuous features [21].  

The two types of useful information, phase residues and data continuity, are both valuable for 

identifying phase discontinuity boundaries, and they are generally used separately in different methods. 

A better strategy is to combine the two, which is considered in methods such as branch-cuts based on 

edge detection from quality maps [22-23]. Another classic example is the network-flow based on graph 

theory, including Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) [24] and Statistical-Cost 

Network-Flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (SNAPHU) [25], focuses on constructing and 

optimizing a network. The network-optimizing methods with a minimum norm achieve more reliable 

results. The method is employed for time series data [26]. However, their actual performance is usually 

subject to the number of residues for iterative evolution, such as the simplex solving in SNAPHU, and 

that is more obvious for large-scale data.  

In the paper, we proposed a novel PU method based on dual pairs with minimum reliability, which are 

designed to trace discontinuous phase boundaries. In the following sections, we introduce the proposed 

method, similar to the MST method, which adopts a network-constructing strategy but with some 

differences. Firstly, the basic units of trees are residue pairs which could keep the trees balanced always. 

Secondly, we provide a more reliable residue coupling method, based on their dual influencing regions of 

reliability. Finally, the residues are automatically assigned to different local pairs to construct local 

balance trees, which makes the method more natural to work in parallel and improve efficiency. 

2 Principle and Method 

To find reliable integration paths for unwrapping, the core idea of most PU methods focuses on detecting 

and shielding phase discontinuity boundaries directly or indirectly. Location information about residue 

points and low-quality phase is the most crucial point of the work. Based on the reliability of phase, we 

introduce a new way to reconstruct phase discontinuity boundaries with Minimum Balanced Trees 

(MBT). 
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2.1 Minimum Reliability Residue Pairs and Balanced Trees 

With given phase quality weights Q in a 2D continuous domain, we define the reliability mark P of at (x, 

y) considering a nearby residue point S, as 

 ( , ) ( , )d ,P x y Q u v scS
= ∫  (1) 

where Q(u, v) refers to weight at (u, v) on c, s refers to an arc length of c, and c refers to a unique path 

from S, which minimizes the integration. At (x, y), reliability P+ referencing to positive residues and 

reliability P− referencing to negative ones are defined as 

 
( , ) min{ ( , ) | }

( , ) min{ ( , ) | }

S

S

P x y P x y S R

P x y P x y S R

+ +

− −

= ∈

= ∈

, 

where R+ and R− refer to the positive and negative residue sets, respectively. The sum of P+ and P− gives 

total reliability 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).P x y P x y P x y
+ −

= +  (2) 

Phase reliability P+, P−, and P provide different comprehensive reliability descriptions of phase data. If 

a point has a low-reliability value, the point should be near to a residue, or in a noisy area, which 

suggests that it may be located on a discontinuity boundary. 

During the reliability calculating, if the referencing point of P-
a  at positive residue point Sa, is located at 

negative residue point Sb, and vice versa, the referencing point of P+

b  is at Sa, we call the residues Sa and Sb 

a minimum reliability residue pair. The residues of a pair both have minimum reliability values 

referenced from each other, and their connecting line, c(Sa, Sb), with a direction from the positive residue 

to the negative, has the minimum reliability. That is 

 { }( , ) argmin ( , )d : .
a b a b

S S Q u v S S= →∫
c

c

c s c  (3)  

Because the reliability is a minimum, the connecting lines for the residue pairs are inclined to be phase 

discontinuity boundaries. If residue pairs are detected and their corresponding connecting lines are 

specified according to (3), the obtained discontinuity boundaries would determine the unwrapping result. 

A PU optimization problem is based on minimum reliability residue pairs, but that is an NP-hard problem. 

Here we provide a scheme, MBT, based on minimum reliability residue pairs. 

2.2 Constructing MBT with Dual Phase Residues 

The MBT consist of minimum reliability residue pairs, and the construction process mainly includes 

searching for dual residues and merging them. In the beginning, we detect the minimum reliability 

residue pairs according to the definition, and they are taken as original MBT with only single-cycle 

directed phase jumps. Many residue pairs have different overlapping forms in the case of multi-cycle 

jumps. The lines connecting minimum residue pairs detected produce specific discontinuity boundaries. 

The discontinuity boundaries would be zero-weight, acting as superconductors, during flowing searching 

according to L0 norm features. 

The newly found residue pairs form new trees or are merged into old MBT. Such pair combinations 

bring about some exciting features. If connecting lines were in the same direction, an overlap would 

increase the cycle jump and span the old tree. However, an overlap with different directions would 

decrease the cycle jump and may split the old tree. 

A simple example of constructing MBT is shown in Fig. 1. There are five positive and five negative 

residues shown as in (a). Here we evaluate the phase reliability with a constant weight for simplicity, 

positive residues’ influencing regions, wherein reliabilities reference from them, are separated by solid 

lines and negatives’ by dashed lines. According to the definition, residues of a minimum reliability 

residue pair would be at an intersection of their influencing regions. The detected four pairs are marked 

in grey areas, as shown in (b), and their directed connecting lines from positive residues to negative in (c) 

indicate single-cycle phase jumps. The remaining two residues in (c) make a residue pair, and their 

connecting line is not straight on account of the detected superconductive connecting lines. The 
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connecting line of the last pair is in the same direction as the old one, and the overlapping would increase 

the phase cycle shown as in (d). However, when the overlap is with different directions, shown as in (e), 

the combination would decrease the phase cycle, which may change the old connecting lines as in (f). 

   

(a) Residues and their  

influencing regions  

(b) dual residues detected in  

grey areas  

(c) dual residues found next  

  

(d) their combination  (e) a little change  (f) a different result  

Fig. 1. Constructing MBT with minimum reliability residue pairs 

The pair combinations will renew the MBT iteratively when new pairs are detected and added in until 

no more detectable. The added pairs produce expansions or decompositions of connecting lines, and each 

part is always residue balanced. Under ideal conditions, the MBT would cover all residues for a PU 

problem. However, it is not always like that, for example, when the residues are outside the defined 

domain. The potential residues outside must be considered during the detection of residue pairs. We 

regard the defined domain borders Ω as a set of candidate residues outside. The definitions of positive 

and negative reliability are rewritten as 

 
( , ) min{ ( , ) | }

( , ) min{ ( , ) | }

P x y P x y S R
S

P x y P x y S R
S

+ +

− −

= ∈ ∪Ω

= ∈ ∪Ω
.  

The value of total reliability P on pair connecting lines is expected to be constant and equal to the 

minimum value of (3). However, that may not hold while potential residues on borders are involved. For 

example, positive residue A and negative residue B near border Ω, are shown in part (a) of Fig. 2, and 

their influencing regions are separated by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Total reliability P on two 

candidate connecting lines are shown in Fig. 2(b), and its value is not constant on the connecting line. In 

any case, the connecting lines of Ω−A and A−B should be both along the ‘valleys’, tracing the local 

lowest values of the reliability field. Then residue pairs like those in Fig. 2(a) can be detected by value 

comparison on reliability. 

2.3 Phase Unwrapping Based on MBT and Reliability Map 

When there are no more detectable residue pairs, we get MBT of paired residues and a reliability map of 

unpaired residues, including those on the borders. The constructed MBT provide explicit information 

about discontinuity boundaries, and the reliability map implies other undetected boundaries. Here we 

perform a Flood-Filling operation on the reliability map during unwrapping, which can solve such 

problems for implicit boundaries easily. 
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(a) Two residues with different signs near the 

border 

(b) reliability chart for two connecting lines  

Fig. 2. The connection between residues and border 

The unwrapped phase can be obtained by integrating the gradient on paths from a given reference with 

a known absolute phase value. There are different paths between a target point and the reference, and 

integration paths must be consistent with the Flood-Filling. The minimal reliability on a path is taken as 

the reliability index of the path. The definition of this on path s is 

 { }( ) min ( , ) | ( , )P s P u v u v s= ∈  . 

A path of too low reliability suggests it passes through an unreliable area that may contain a phase 

discontinuity. So among different choices, the most reliable integration path, l, from reference point r to 

the target point t, should be  

 { }argmin ( ) | : ( , ) ( , )
t r r t t
l P s s x y x y= → . (4) 

According to this definition, we take the maximum integration path reliability at t as its priority F, 

which determines the integration order during unwrapping; namely  

 { }( , ) ( ) min ( , ) | ( , )
t t t t

F x y P l P u v u v l= = ∈ . (5) 

The priority based on path reliability provides a quantized description of the most reliable integration 

path, which is expected to guide the unwrapping to obtain a reliable result. 

2.4 Numerical implementation 

The implementation of the proposed method mainly focuses on constructing reliability maps and MBT 

on discrete points. There are two kinds of points, one for data sampling positions and another for 

potential phase discontinuity boundaries. The edges that connect the boundary points are potential 

discontinuity boundaries. Each boundary point is designed with attributes of reliability p+ and p−, total 

reliability p, previous neighbors’ n+ and n−, referencing point s+ and s− and priority f. Each boundary edge 

is with quality weight q, and difference d between numbers of forwarding and reverse pair connecting 

lines there. If d is non-zero, the edge will be a superconductor with zero-valued q during reliability 

calculating and a barrier during path integration. Any sampling connecting edge might be a potential 

integration path. Each sampling point is with wrapped phase φ, integration priority fi and unwrapped 

phase ϕ, and each sampling edge is with wrapped phase gradient ∇ψ, which is used in the path 

integration. The entire processing flow is described briefly as in Algorithm 1. 
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Table 1. PU based on MBT 

Algorithm 1. PU based on MBT 

1. detect residues; 

2. initialize s+, s-, p+, p-, n+, n-, d; 

3. repeat 

4.     repeat 

5.         solve p+, p- with q, d; 

6.         update s+, s-, n+, n-; 

7.     until p+, p- converged 

8.     search for dual pairs with s+, s-; 

9.     connect lines with n+ or n-; 

10.     update d; 

11. until no dual pair 

12. calculate p = p+ + p-; 

13. search for a maximum of p map; 

14. initialize f and φ; 

15. repeat 

16.     calculate f with p; 

17. until cover all points 

18. repeat 

19.     calculate φ with ∇ψ, f, d; 

20. until cover all points 

 

According to the reliability definition, p+ and p− at residue points are zero, and the relation between p+ 

or p− and q can be rewritten in eikonal equations as 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )p m n p m n q m n
+ −

Δ = Δ = , (6) 

where | · | is the absolute value operator, and ∆ refers to the difference operator. There are different ways 

to define the quality weight q, including constants, pseudo coherence coefficient, the inverse of 

maximum gradient, or derivative variance [1]. Namely, 

 
p

2 1

1

pseudo coherence

derivativ

1 constant

( )

max( )

e variance

maximum gradien

c

q
ε σ

ε

−

Δ

−

⎧
⎪
⎪

= ⎨ +
⎪
⎪⎡ ⎤+ Δ⎣ ⎦⎩

,  

where cp refers to pseudo coherence coefficient, σΔ
2   refers to derivative variance including two directions, 

max(|Δ|) refers to the maximum absolute value of gradient, and ε refers to a small positive constant to 

avoid zero divisors. Moreover, most processing in Algorithm 1 can be designed to run in parallel. When 

big data blocks are divided into small blocks as individual computing units, the proposed method will 

achieve higher efficiency. 

3 Data Experiments and Resultant Analysis 

The machine that we used for the unwrapping process in the experiments was equipped with a CPU (4 

cores, 2.7 GHz) and a GPU (2 multiprocessors, 384 cores, 0.71 GHz) with 2 GB device memory (1400 

MHz), a 12 GB host memory (dual-channel, DDR3, 1600 MHz) and a 64-bit operating system. The 

proposed unwrapping method performed on a block of real InSAR phase data. The real data block came 

from the ROI_PAC data set [27] and had a size of 1398×622 pixels. The data contained an overall 

variation with serious noise at several locations, shown as in Fig. 3, and the noise produced 16212 

residues. We employ the proposed method in four different forms. Including a combination of 

considering MBT or not and taking border potential residues or not. 
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Fig. 3. Wrapped phase from real InSAR data 

The processing of experimental data includes several steps. Firstly, the residue points in the data are 

detected by the circular integration of wrapped gradients, and then their positions and signs are marked 

for the following procedure. They are reference points for calculating the reliability map. Also, there are 

calculations of the quality map. According to the four different definitions described above, the 

continuous quality indicators are estimated in the horizontal and vertical directions within a fixed 

neighborhood window. 

The next step is to calculate the reliability maps based on phase residues, which is the basis for 

building MBT. When using residues for reliability maps, potential residues outside the defined domain 

are a part worth considering. Generally, according to their positive and negative signs, the residues in the 

phase data domain are mostly balanced, and the proportion of the unbalanced number is tiny. For this 

issue, we take two strategies. One is to ignore potential residue points outside and only consider 

internally detectable residues. The other is to treat all points on the boundary as potential residue points. 

The process was implemented according to the reliability definition, and the total reliability maps 

obtained without MBT are shown in Fig. 4. As shown, the residues from the nosy phase all are 

surrounded by areas with low values, considering border residues or not. The maximum reliability in the 

left column tends to escape from the domain inside, while the right one is completely enclosed. They all 

provide the most reliable distribution of phase region. With these maps, it is not difficult to obtain good 

unwrapped results in the areas with high values. However, the reliability maps without MBT cannot 

guarantee good results in the noise region, and the responding unwrapped results from Flood-Filling are 

shown in Fig. 7.  

In the area far from noise, the unwrapping processing can recover the continuous phase correctly. 

However, in the vicinity of the noise, the continuity of the unwrapped phase values is destroyed. That is 

because of the Flood-Filling method without MBT. When the threshold alters, the priority path is 

straightforward to break through the more complicated residue point pairs. The phase differences 

accumulated in different directions seems grave when they meet. That is caused by the characteristic of 

the Flood-Filling algorithm itself. 

As mentioned, the MBT are based on dual residue pairs, which are detected from positive and negative 

reliability maps. We calculate the reliability by labeling the influencing region of each residue point 

separately. The minimum reliability values within these influencing regions are derived from the 

corresponding residue point. The propagation of residues makes influencing regions are shown in Fig. 5 

with random colors. It can be seen from the figure that in the case of considering or not considering the 

boundary points, the area where the residue points are dense, the influencing regions are small. In the 

area where the residual is sparse, relatively large regions will appear. The distribution of the influencing 

regions are directly related to the reliability map, and the boundary corresponds to the location with more 

excellent reliability. We can easily find the positive and negative residue reference with minimum 

reliability at any position by querying the influencing regions of different signs. According to the 

definition of dual residue pair, the pair detection is performed at the position of positive or negative 

residues.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

Fig. 4. Reliability maps without MBT not including border residues (left) and including (right). The top 

row takes the constant weights, the second takes the pseudo coherence coefficient, the third takes the 

inverse of derivative variance, and the bottom takes the inverse of the maximum gradient 

After detecting the minimum residual point pair, the connection path is tracked according to the 

direction of the gradient of the reliability. Depending on the direction, specific mark values are attached 

to the boundaries corresponding to these link lines. The coupled residue points cannot be used as the 

reliability references, and the corresponding influencing regions are eliminated, and the reliability values 

are recalculated from the uncoupled residue points. In the calculation process, the connection lines of 

point pairs are superconducting. After times of dual pair detecting and expanding for MBT, we obtain the 

reliability maps, which ware shown in Fig. 6. With comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 5, it is evident that coupled 

residue pairs change some areas with lower values in Fig. 5.  
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

 

(e) (f) 

  

(g) (h) 

Fig. 5. The influencing regions of positive residues not including border (left) and including (right). The 

top row takes the constant weights, the second takes the pseudo coherence coefficient, the third takes the 

inverse of derivative variance, and the bottom takes the inverse of the maximum gradient 

When the MBT reliability map is constructed, the smooth value distribution is more simplified, and the 

characteristics of different quality definitions are more visible. Constant weights still maintain the typical 

characteristics of geometric distance. Pseudo-correlation coefficients and inverse variance weights have 

quadratic characteristics, which makes pair coupling significantly different from that of constant weights 

during MBT construction. The local characteristics of the reliability map corresponding to the maximum 

gradient inverse weight are more apparent than others. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

Fig. 6. Reliability maps with MBT, not including border residues (left) and including (right). The top row 

takes the constant weights, the second takes the pseudo coherence coefficient, the third takes the inverse 

of derivative variance, and the bottom takes the inverse of the maximum gradient 

According to the reliability map, starting from the position with the highest reliability value to lower, 

using the method of the Flood-Filling and gradually lowering the reliability water level line, the order of 

exposure of the water surface in the defined area can be obtained. This order of priority corresponds to 

the order of priority of our phase expansion path integration. The reliability map in Fig. 6 has determined 

that the high quality and the continuous distribution at the paired residue points. 
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Fig. 7. Unwrapped phase from reliability maps without MBT, not including border residues (left) and 

including (right). The top row takes the constant weights, the second takes the pseudo coherence 

coefficient, the third takes the inverse of derivative variance, and the bottom takes the inverse of the 

maximum gradient 

With the reliability maps and MBT, unwrapped results obtained from Flood-Filling are shown in (a~h) 

of Fig. 8. Most of the results are normal except that result (a) are discontinuous on the top border. 

Compared to Fig. 7, the results with MBT do better in nosy areas with smoother unwrapped phase or less 

discontinuity.  

That shows the superiority of MBT over Flood-Filling strategy in identifying discontinuous boundaries 

and maintaining phase continuity. The wrong unwrapping phase in the center area of the upper boundary 

in figure (a) confirms that the potential residue points outside the boundary may be considered to cause 

incorrect coupling. This problem is suppressed to some extent when other non-constant weights are used. 

For comparison, other traditional phase unwrapping methods, including Goldstein’s branch-cut and 

SNAPHU, and our proposed method were applied to the same data. The result from Goldstein’s is shown 

in (i) of Fig. 8, and the result from SNAPHU is shown in (j). From a visual comparison, it is clear that all 

methods work well in good-quality areas of the wrapped data. However, Goldstein’s result is with some 

distinct holes in the noisy areas, which almost disappear in SNAPHU’s result. The different principles of 

the two methods determined this difference. The Goldstein’s method directly performs residue point  
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Fig. 8. Unwrapped phase form reliability maps with MBT, Goldstein’s, and SNAPHU. The top row takes 

the constant weights, and the second takes the pseudo coherence coefficient, and the third takes the 

inverse of derivative variance, and the forth takes the inverse of the maximum gradient, and the bottom is 

from Goldstein’s (i) and SNAPHU (j) 

coupling based on the random nearest distance, which is very tolerant of discontinuous boundaries or 

even closed areas caused by errors, although the algorithm is efficient and straightforward. The SNAPHU 

method only has more complicated weight calculation and network optimization algorithms, and it 

obtains smoother results, and it also pays more time cost. The results from the proposed method look a 

little different in the noisy areas, and they are all better than Goldstein’s except (a). 
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For further comparison, we extracted some local detailed discontinuity boundaries in a marked noisy 

area from (b), (d), (f), (h), (j) of Fig. 8. The red points refer to positive residues, and green points refer to 

negative ones. The black connecting lines refer to boundaries from MBT, and the blue connecting lines 

from Flood-Filling, and red lines from the change between MBT and Flood-Filling. It can be found in the 

figure that MBT in the proposed method can achieve most of the residue point coupling, and only a small 

part needs to be achieved by Flood-Filling. There are no red marks, and its probability is very low in 

actual statistics. Only when the constant weights are used in the proposed method, the connection of the 

residue points by the Flood-Filling method appears in the investigating area. When using pseudo-

correlation coefficients, the inverse of gradient variances, and maximum gradients, the MBT of the 

proposed method is competent for the task of coupling all residue points. Compared with MBT, the 

Flood-Filling method does not guarantee the optimal connection or the shortest connection. We can find 

that the SNAPHU method does not guarantee the minimum L0 norm, although its design principle is 

derived from the principle of the minimum norm. The residue points tracked by MBT in experimental 

data have the characteristics of the shortest connection. Although the constant weight definition will 

affect the point pair coupling result, the length of some of the lines in (b) is slightly longer. In general, 

the MBT method can achieve the coupling of residue point pairs and phase discontinuous boundary 

tracking. 

  

(b) (d) (f) (h) (j) 

Fig. 9. Local detailed discontinuity boundaries from MBT (in black) and Flood-Filling (in blue) and the 

change from MBT to Flood-Filling (in red) of (b, d, f, h), and from SNAPHU (j) in Fig. 8. The red points 

refer to positive residues and the green point refer to negative residues 

Statistical indexes of all the unwrapped results, including the L0 norm and the L1 norm of phase 

discontinuity boundaries and running times, were calculated for quantitative analysis. Discontinuity 

length and running time indices are listed in Table 2. It is apparent that among the discontinuity length 

indices for the unwrapped results, the L0 and the L1 norm lengths for SNAPHU are the same, meaning 

that there are only single-cycle jumps in its unwrapped phase, which explains the smooth of its 

unwrapping results. The index value of the Goldstein’s method is not ideal, although its running time is 

the shortest. In the experimental results of the proposed method, the index using non-constant weights is 

better than the constant weight, and the index using the MBT scheme is better than the result without 

MBT. Our maximum gradient weights with MBT and border residues bring about the shortest L0 

discontinuity length according to the indices, and inverse derivative variance weights with MBT and 

border residues provide smaller discontinuity length on the L1 norm than others. Although there are 

multiple-cycle jumps, which would sharpen their discontinuity visualization in Fig. 8, the results from the 

proposed verified that our method is eligible to be a reliable unwrapping option. 

For the unwrapping processing of large-scale data, the time cost is one of the critical factors when 

choosing the unwrapping method. Considering the increasing need for high efficiency, we also take the 

run times for another comparison. Goldstein’s method runs with the shortest time of 0.221s, and 

SNAPHU takes the longest time 18.916s. All the times cost in performing the proposed method are not 

more than 10s in parallel mode. No matter which weight is used, the number of iterations to build the 

MBT is about ten times. The time complexity of the algorithm is insensitive to weights and is stable. The 

proposed method is significantly more efficient than SNAPHU, although the MBT construction and 

renewal of reliability maps also include iterative operations. 
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Table 2. Discontinuity lengths, iteration numbers and running times of PU processing 

Weight Coupling Border L0 norm (pix) L1 norm (pix) Iteration Time (sec) 

False 24841 31305 - 3.621 
False 

True 25475 33516 - 4.060 

False 14058 24010 9 5.419 
Constant 

True 
True 12570 12845 10 4.917 

False 20343 23598 - 4.212 
False 

True 20356 23582 - 4.495 

False 13585 14102 10 7.454 
Pseudo coherence 

True 
True 13678 14208 10 5.796 

False 19262 22298 - 4.295 
False 

True 19309 22357 - 4.524 

False 12874 13309 11 8.707 
Derivative variance 

True 
True 12918 13330 11 6.047 

False 19350 22711 - 4.317 
False 

True 19442 22769 - 4.451 

False 12918 12799 11 8.158 
Maximum gradient 

True 
True 12561 12923 11 6.339 

Goldstein’s 17351 30260 - 0.221 

SNAPHU 12997 12997 - 18.916 

 

4 Conclusion 

We present a novel PU method based on MBT in this paper. First, we take phase residue points as 

references and take data quality-related indices in the horizontal and vertical directions were as weights. 

The reliability was evaluated by solving of eikonal equations. During the building of the reliability map, 

local minimum reliability residue pairs were detected iteratively for MBT that denote phase discontinuity 

boundaries explicitly. The other discontinuity boundaries undetectable were implied in a priority map 

derived from implementing Flood-Filling to the reliability map. The result was produced by path 

integration based on the priority map and MBT. All these procedures could run in parallel mode, which 

significantly improves the processing efficiency. We implemented a novel method on the GPU device 

platform and performed real data experiments and resultant comparison and analysis. Data analysis 

shows that the proposed unwrapping method can obtain more reliable unwrapping results by using 

appropriate weights and has higher processing efficiency. We hope the novel PU method could provide a 

robust and efficient option for large-scale PU problems. 

However, we find that the proposed method still has limitations. For example, the Flood-Filling 

strategy used in the path integration sometimes fails to make full use of the priority information provided 

by the reliability map, resulting in locally unstable unwrapping results. Besides, the proposed method is 

mainly aimed at large-scale continuous and locally discontinuous interference phase data. In some 

extreme cases, the interference data may be segmented by complicated noise to be sufficiently continuous. 

In this situation, we must consider the optimal connection between locally continuous segmentations. 

Therefore, our further research would focus on the robust unwrapping scheme of uncoupled residue 

points and the connection of locally continuous segmentations. 
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